WILDER VISIONS SERIES

A new book series edited by Prof. Ian D. Rotherham

PROVISIONAL TITLES INCLUDE

Wilder Visions
Re-constructing nature for the 21st century

The Changing Woods
How woodlands connect people and nature through time

New Urban Nature

AIMS

» Addressing key issues around future ecologies, future landscapes (futurescapes), emerging paradigms in conservation and sustainability.
» Focus on (re-)wilding, wilder visions and recombinant (hybrid) ecologies.
» Volumes take a positive approach to ideas of ‘re-constructing nature for the 21st century’ in order to address the challenges and the issues.
» Combines robust science in a context of environmental history and socio-economic and political drivers.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

» We welcome proposals for new volumes in this series. Contact Ian Rotherham i.d.rotherham@shu.ac.uk